




Yet with the greatness of the city and the unlimited crowding of citizens, it is necessary 

to provide very numerous dwellings. Therefore, since a level site could not receive 

such a multitude to dwell in the city, circumstances themselves have compelled the 

resort to raising the height of buildings.

Vitruvius 2.3.17

…how far is it up to those towering floors from which a potsherd

smashes your brains; how often leaky and broken fragments

fall from the windows; and with what impact they strike the pavement,

leaving it chipped and shattered. You may well be regarded as slack,

and heedless of sudden disaster, if you fail to make your will 

before going out to dinner. There's a separate form of death

that night in every window that watches you passing beneath it.

So hope, and utter a piteous prayer, as you walk along

that they may be willing to jettison only what's in their slop-pails.

Juvenal, Satires 3. 269-77



The houses themselves, which they have built upwards to such a degree that, although the homes have been designed for use and

shelter, they are now a danger not a protection; so great is the height of the buildings and such the narrowness of the streets that they 

offer no protection against fire, nor is there a means of escape in any direction if they collapse.

Seneca, Controversiae, 2.1.11 

The building of houses goes on unceasingly in consequence of the collapses 

and fires and repeated sales (these last, too, go on endlessly) .... 

Strabo, Geography, 5.3.7

Here we live in a city which, to a large extent,

is supported by rickety props; that's how the landlord's agent

stops it falling. He covers a gap in the chinky old building,

then "sleep easy!" he says, when the ruin is poised to collapse.

One ought to live where fires don't happen, where alarms at night 

are unknown. Ucalegon's shouting "Fire!" and moving to safety 

his bits and pieces; your third floor is already smoking;

you are oblivious. If the panic starts at the foot of the stairs,

the last to burn is the man who is screened from the rain by nothing

except the tiles ....

Juvenal, Satires 3. 193-203



Opus craticum, used in insulae in Herculaneum

Brick-faced concrete, found at Ostia
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